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Interior Designers
Safeguard

Cebula Designs Inc. is an interior design firm

The protection of the firm’s pristine creativity is an

dedicated to creating dwellings that personify a

integral part of all Cebula proposals, with their

client’s lifestyle and aesthetic sensibilities. Headed

recommendation for the installation of Vista®

by interior designer, Michael Cebula, and general

SpectraSelect Solar control window film to

manager, Jeffrey Adams, Cebula Designs creations

safeguard clients’ furnishings.

have graced the covers of national leading home
magazines. Michael has also enjoyed the limelight

Vista® SpectraSelect allows sunlight to shine brightly

as guest designer on New England Cable News

through glass, illuminating interiors, and providing

(NECN) “New England Dream House”, Boston’s

high visibility while taking the heat (near infrared)

interior design television program.

out of the sun's rays and totally blocking ultraviolet
light. Ultraviolet light and heat are the principal

The firm’s portfolio runs the gamut from expansive

causes of fading of furnishing fabrics and carpets,

contemporary condominiums in New York City’s

as well as fine woods, antiques and artworks. Views

Soho district to prestigious houses from West Palm

through glass fitted with SpectraSelect 75 usually

Beach to Boston’s Back Bay. And, Cebula Designs

appear to be more sharply focused than through

art division is growing rapidly as their sophisticated

untreated glass. The nearly invisible film will not

clientele require art ranging from decorative to

change the appearance of the glass.

collector quality.
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protection

“We recommend that the finishing touch on all our
projects be Vista® Window Film for a lifetime of
protection.” quotes Jeffrey Adams. “It’s just the
appropriate thing to do to protect our clients’
treasures.”
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